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PREFACE

The Curriculum:
This curriculum packageis designedto serveasa vehicle for learning or teaching
about Turkey through an introduction to traditional Turkish shadowpuppet theater.
It is intended for the following audiences:
elementarystudents(art, drama, music,socialstudies,global education)
secondarystudents(art, drama, music,socialstudiesand history)
~ ~ university students (art, drama, music, history)

adults (for entertainment or intellectual interests)
The full packageconsistsof the following three parts:
A Window on Turkey (a curriculum guide)
Shadows of Turkey and The Witches (a two-part
videocassetteprogram),
A Window on Turkey (an audiocassette)
A Window on Turkey (the Curriculum Guide) containshelpful infonnation about the
Turks, Turkey, and global education. You can selectfrom activities that include
puppet-making, a folk songand dance,a game,a languagelesson,maps,and a wealth
of further suggestionsfor teachersto use in their classrooms.You can apply many of
theseideas to other cultures besidesTurkey. A script of the play The Witches is
included.
Shadows of Turkey and The Witches (on the videocassette)is a two-part program
that should give you a fertile starting point for a unit on Turkey. Shadows of Turkey
(15 minutes) is a fast-paceddocumentaryintroducing somebasicfacts about Turkey
through the medium of the shadowpuppet theater. The Witches (30 minutes) is a
reproduction of a traditional shadowpuppet play in English. You may usethese
programs together or independently.
A Window on Turkey (the audiocassette)supplementsthe curriculum guide. It
consistsof:
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instrumental and vocal versionsof Fatmali (a Turkish folk song)and the spoken
lyrics and clapping rhythm
""audio material to accompanythe brief Turkish languagelessonfound in this guide
the music and sound effects that introduce certain characters as they enter the
shadow puppet stage

@ 1989 University of Washington
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INTRODUcrION:
The Turks, Turkey, and Global Education
Why would a teacher or classwant to learn somethingabout Turkey? One might, for
example,realize that Turkey sits on the physicalborder betweenAsia and Europe,
and on the cultural border betweenEast and West, between Islam and the West.
Modem day Turkey is not too vastly different from our experience,and not too like it.
In its historical past it was the center of a vastempire that, until early in this century,
had a profound influence on the Near or Middle East, North Africa, and Eastern
Europe. Moreover, Turkic peoplesand Turkic languagesare found over an even
larger area stretching from Eastern Europe through the Middle East and acrossSoviet
Central Asia to China and Siberia. There are a lot of very interesting things about the
Turks that should be far better known than they are.
Nonetheless,the fact that we know little about an area does not alwaysmean that we
will find the time to learn more. Most people go all the way through college without
learning anything about Turkey or the Ottoman Empire. Perhapsthe best argument
for learning about Turkey is that it provides an excellententry into the processof
learning about other peoples and other cultures. And through this process--which
some call global education--wenot only learn to understandand acceptpeople who
are different from us, but we learn to look with newunderstandingon our own
behaviors and culture.
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Turkey makes an interesting topic in global educationfor a number of reasons. In
general, it is an area that itself provides a large number of interesting starting points
for both teachersand students. It is the home of several ancient civilizations from prehistoric villages to the Hittites, Greeks,Romans,Byzantines,Armenians, etc. Under
the Ottoman Empire it was a large, powerful, multi-ethnic entity with a vast
outpouring of art, music,dance,and crafts, that are still reflected in everything from
carpetsto food in many parts of the world. The Turkish languagebelongsto its own
special family of languagesand is now written in a modified roman alphabet (the one
we use), which makes it possible for students,even at the elementary level, to learn a
bit of Turkish without much trouble. Modern Turkey is a secular,Westernized state
with very deep roots in traditional Islam, which makesit a productive subject for
comparisonsand contrasts. Turkey is also accessible.It is a friend of the U.S., a
NATO ally and increasinglya destination for tourism. Every community will have a
core of people who have been in Turkey or are of Turkish origin.
1
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The Videotapes
The purpose of the two videotapes, The Witches and Shadows of Turkey, is to give
teachers a fertile starting point for a unit on Turkey. The Witches is a reproduction
of a traditional Turkish shadow puppet play, while Shadows of Turkey is a short
documentary introducing some basic facts about Turkey through the medium of the
shadow puppet theater. In producing these materials, a prime focus was on creating
doors and windows onto topics of general interest: for example, folk1ore, music,
puppetry, political satire, history, myth, cross-cultural communication. An important
secondary focus was on themes that would foster comparisons with our own culture.
Although this curriculum guide suggestssome particular uses of the videotapes, it
should be noted that there are other useful collections of material on Turkey, any of
which could be used with the tapes. These references are included in a list at the end
of the guide.
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KARAG()Z

these shadowpresentations became intimately
connected with eachcountry, reflecting all aspects
of their culture--from history and social structure to
literature and folklore.

TURKISH SHADOW PUPPETS
1. Introduction

Shadowtheater traveled westward from India,
China, and Indonesia to the Middle East and
Europe and developed a flavor quite different from
its Far Eastern counterparts.

The flickering light of an oil lamp againsta taut
white screenilluminates a world where characters
fashioned from the hide of a camel or donkey
entertain an audiencewith a humorous, satirical
view of Turkish culture and society. This is the
puppet world of Karagoz (car-ah-gerz,meaning
"dark-eye"), the Turkish shadowpuppet theater
which is named for its main character, Karagoz.

Karagoz evolved from a mixture of traditions
stemming from Turkish folk, popular, anti court
theater. It became a mirror of the societythat grew
out of the many diverse peoples that lived in thc~
Ottoman Empire.

Many stories have been told regarding the origin of
the character Karagoz. The most popular tale
centersaround the construction of a mosquein
Bursa during the 14th century in the reign of the
Ottoman Turkish Sultan Orhan. This tale is told in
the accompanyingvideo documentaryShadows of

The colorful shadowpuppet figures had little of the
intricate cut-out designs of the Asian puppets, and
the playswere no longer based on religious epics or
historical events. The Turkish puppetsW4~re
bolder,
coarserfigures with lively comic movement. Their
stories,while drawing from social traditions and
moral values of the culture, told tales of everyday

Turkey.

life.

Similar legends have been told about the
development of shadow playsin Asia, where
magiciansand priests summoned the spirits of the
deceasedto easethe grief of loved ones. Eventually

Karagoz is a pug-nosed,black-bearded, slightly
hunchbackedrogue. He wears an oversized hat,
which, when knocked off, exposesa large bald head.

~
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TURKISH PUPPET

'JAVANESE PUPPET
(Arjuna)

(Karagoz)
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He has a long, loose arm (with which he hits
everyone), swinging legsand a moveable waist,
which allow for a great deal of action. Karag6z is an
energetic characterwho speaksthe languageof the
commonpeople and ridicules pretentious behavior.
He is alwaysmisbehaving,but he alwayscomes out
on top in these outrageoussituations.
Hacivat (the "c" in Turkish is pronounced like the
"j" in "judge," therefore the name is pronounced
"hadjivat") is Karagoz's scholarlyfriend who has a
considerable but superficial knowledge of the am,
sciences,and social graces. He is recognized by his
pointy, turned-up beard and his elegantspeech. His
actionsare reserved in comparisonto Karagoz's
boisterousness.He is good natured and helps
various characters in the neighborhood with their
business.

.

The shadowworld of Karagoz takes an audience to
a neighborhood in old Istanbul. There we find a
variety of religious and ethnic groups: Jews,Greeks,
Armenians, Arabs, Bulgarians, Hungarians and
other Europeans as Turks. Each group is reduced
to a stock characterwho reflects the group through
dialect, costume, or perhaps an associatedtrade.

A Prologue
A love song is played as Hacivat enters the stage.
He offers a prayer and recites a poem that speaks
of a play that mirrors the world and teachesmuch.
He also makes known his desire for an erudite
companion suchas he fancieshimself. Karagoz,
bored with his neighbor's pretentious airs, jumps out
of the houseand lands on top of Hacivat. The two
argue and fight until Karagoz is left flat on the
ground, bemoaninghis harshtreatment. Hacivat
returns and a secondbattle ends when he is knocked
from the screen.

In the adventures of Karagoz and Hacivat, one also
encountersa variety of odd characters: dwarves,
witches,dragons,dandies,courtesans,gypsies,
wrestlers,and opium smokers. The Turks from
various regions are shown in their native costumes
and speak their native dialects.

B. Dialogue
2. The Play
The secondpart of the play often has nothing to do
with the main plot. In it the puppeteer stagesa
battle of wits between Karagoz and Hacivat. This
part contraststhe distinct stylesof these two
characters. The dialoguesinclude jokes, riddles, and
puns that lead to misunderstandingsand the
inevitable battle. SometimesKaragoz relates a
dream as if it had really happened. The dialogue
leads to a fight and Hacivat is once again knocked
off stage.

The shadowplay is divided into three parts: the
prologue (mukaddime), a section of dialogue
(muhavere), with an interlude (ara muhaveresJ)
and the main plot (fasJ/).
An introductory shadowpicture (g6stermelik)
adornsthe shadowscreenbefore the play begins.
The picture may be of a garden,some mythological
animal, or a group of musicians. The sound of a
kazoo-like instrument signalsthe beginning of the
play, and a hand from above graspsthe
g6stermelik and floats it awayfrom the screen.

Betweenthe battle of wits and the main plot there
sometimesappears an interlude or comic skit.
Hacivat speakswith another characterwhile
Karagoz indirectly commentson their conversation.

4

Only a few puppeteers are performing the stories of
Karagoz today. A Turkish audience might have an
The third part of the play contains the main plot and opportunity to seea play at a festival or cultural arts
event, through a university presentation or at a
involves other charactersin the neighborhood.
seminar. Puppeteersstill perform for private events
Here one can learn a great deal about Turkish
suchas circumcisions,birthdays,and in schools or
traditions and social customs. We might see a play
nursing homes.
about a wedding, a birth, a circumcision, a sporting
event or a poetry contest. Some of the plays deal
with supernatural beliefs. Others show how one can During Ramazan,four-minute Karagoz playsare
broadcastseveral times a day on Turkish television.
survive in a multi-ethnic culture. In some
performancesthere is an emphasis on social parody Television and videos have becomethe most
popular form of entertainment in Turkey today and
and political satire, which is tolerated when
eventhe theater and cinema are having difficulty
presented through the medium of puppetry.
surviving. Karagoz is being kept alive only through
the efforts of a few dedicated puppeteersand
3. Themes and Performances-Past and Present
individuals interested in preservingthe traditional
arts of Turkey.
Near the end of the 19thcentury, new playswere
added to the Karagoz repertory. The stories came
GLOBAL LEARNIN G
from adaptations or parodies of Turkish novels.
Today the content of the playsis still changing. The
economy,politics, or other current news items might Hacivat, when inviting the audienceto view his
shadowentertainment, describesthe playas a
become topics of the plays' satire and humor.
mirror to the world and a source of wisdom.
The Turkish shadowpuppets are operated by one
For the student, the Karagoz shadowtheater canbe
male puppeteer, sometimesaccompanied by an
an excellenttool for learning about other cultures as
assistantwho does sound effects,singssongs,
well as about our own.
introduces the characters,and assistswith the

C. Main Plot

puppets.

Expressionof Culture

The puppeteer is a skilled master. He canproduce
a variety of voices and is knowledgeable in the arts
.and sciences,in history and politics. He is witty and
able to improvise freely. He understandsthe makeup of his audience and knows how to vary the play
to .entertaindifferent groups of people. In the past
he ,alsohad to have an excellentmemory, as he was
required to know at least 28 plays--onefor each
night of the Muslim month of fasting (known as
Ramazan or Ramadan).
Ll

..
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In Ottoman times, the Karagoz plays were an
important form of entertainment during the Islamic
month of Ramazan when people went all day
without eating or drinking and then held festive
suppers after sunset. During each night of the
month, one could find Karagoz playsbeing
performed in homes and coffee houses.

Expressionof Humor
It demonstratesthe similarities and uniqueness
of humor. What kinds of humor in Karagoz
seemmost natural to us, what kinds seem
strange [for example,the word plays, the
animals]? What are some of the things that we
find funny? Studentsmight make a list and see
how many they find in Karagoz. Consider
riddles, satire, parody, puns, cliches,verbal
duels, slapstick,physical humor, "bathroom"

humor.

D
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It illustrates how people expressculture through
their arts and social customs. Studentsmight
explore how some of our popular arts tell things
aboutus: for example, newspapercomics,
televisionprograms, cartoons,games.

I

Interaction with Others

..

TRADmONAL
SHADOW

It examinespeople and the way they interact,
their foibles and prejudices,their
misunderstandings,the stereotypesthey create.
Uke Ottoman Turkey, the United Statesis a
country made up of many different ethnic
groups. What is good about this, what problems
does it create, how do we deal with those
problems, how do we get along together? What
misunderstandings,stereotypes,prejudices do
we see in our culture? Are these reflected in
our humor?

..
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It showshow cultures change over time and how
where we live influences how we talk, dress,eat,
and amuseourselves. Can we think of folk arts
and customsthat have died out in our country?
If we were goingto think up a character to
represent each of the major regions of our
country, how would these charactersdressand talk, what jobs would they have, how would they
act?

The Turkish puppets are designedin profile. The
head is a bit large in proportion to the rest of the
body, which itself is a bit long for the legs and feet.

Turkey

For costumechanges,a separatefigure would be
made. In the story of The Witches, however, some
figures have two headsthat swjvel in the middle of
the neck. With a quick flip of the rod, a human
head turns into a donkey or a goose. Some onepiece figures and groups of figures canbe controlled
by one rod.

~:!~
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The action required for a particular character
dictates the number and placement of joints. The
head movesto accentuatespeech. A long, loose
arm is good for hitting. Karagoz, for example,bows,
swingshis legs,doessomersaults.

It givesa glimpse of the history of a country, its
history, society,and politics. The Ottoman
Empire was one of the greatestempires of the
modem world and the Near East was the cradle
of much of our religious and cultural heritage.
Yet we know very little about this region and
the people that live there.

t;

Arms, legs,and torsosare all cut separatelyand
then attachedwith a piece of gut threaded through
the joint and knotted on both sides.

; Karagl>z

..

PUPPETS

Turkish shadowpuppetsare brightly colored,
translucentfigures made from the hide of a camel or
donkey. The skin was first soaked in a special
solution to remove the oil and make it pliable. It
was stretched and dried in the sun and treated t:or
translucency. The outline of a character was drawn
onto the hide and cut out with a small curved knife.
Bits of leather were carved to outline or embellish a
pattern of clothing and to open up the eye, ear, and
brow-line. The puppetswere then stained with
variousvegetabledyescreating lovely patterns of
blue, green,yellow, purple, and brown.

Cultural Changeand Influence

,.

TURKISH

It teachesus about a delightful form of theater
that opens a window on a very interesting land
and people.

A hole pierced through the back or middle of the
body and reinforced with a leather sockethousesthe
control rod, which sits horizontally at right anglesto
the puppet. The control rod is made of beechwood
so that the end of the rod, when moistened with
saliva and in~;ertedin the socket,will not fall out.

Suggestionsfor classroomprojects are found in the
Suggestions for Classroom Projects section

below.
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CREATING YOUR OWN
SHADOW FIGURES

2. The outlines of eyes,ears, and brow can be cut
out with a sharp knife (exacto-knife)--being
careful not to cut too much and weakenthe
figure.

Drawing an outline so that it readily identifies a
character is the critical aspectin making shadow
figures.

3.

The complexity of the puppet dependson what
action the puppet is required to do and the visual
effectsdesired. It can be a simple, flat figure
attached to a rod, or a multi-jointed one that bends,
bowsand flips.
Sketchesof the Karagoz and Hacivat figures from
The Witches are included with this material and
may be altered as desired to create original designs
[Seedrawings 1-10in Appendix A]
The figures provided are intended to be used with a
larger sized screenmade for puppets approximately
twelve incheshigh. To obtain a puppet more
appropriate to the size of your stage,the patterns
may be reduced by varying percentageson a copy
machine.

Assemblethe piecesusing a large-eyeneedle
and heavy-dutybutton carpet thread. (Fig. 1)
Tie a large knot on both sides of the joint. It is a
good idea to reinforce the joint area by gluing a
hole-punched circle of poster board or
cardboard over the area before attaching the
thread. (Fig. 2) Beads and sequinsmay also be
used on either side of the joints. The thread
should be loose enoughto allow the joints to
swingfreely. Karagoz's hat is attached in the
sameway. The hat should fit looselyenough on
the head so that it swingsfreely, flipping back to
exposea bald head. (Fig. 3)

Figure
1

CJ

Below are stepsthat students might follow to make
their own puppets.

1

Transfer the Karagoz puppet designsto a light
weight cardboard that can be easilycut with
scissors(i.e. railroad, poster, or tagboard).

Hints:

..

..
..

ConnectingJoints

Cut out several of the Hacivat and Karagoz
patterns on lightweight board and have the
studentstrace their own puppets from these
figures.

Figure 3
~

Photocopyor print the patterns on a
heavyweightcard.
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Transfer the designonto the lightweight board
using carbon paper or ditto the designsdirectly
onto the tagboard.
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KARAGOZ
(Attachingthe Hat)
Puppeteers
7

Viewpoint

Audience

Viewpoint

